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Holidays under sail with your children!!!

Doesnt matter how big family you have - you want to go with your second half and your three
children or spend the men week with your son, or maybe you look for a good company not only
for your childresn but also for you - we have a solution for all these options.

We offer a place on yacht with other family who have children in the similar age. You pay less
than booking a yacht only for your family and you meet new people

 

We also offer training cruises for inland skipper certificate for families with children

 

Another advantage of this type of cruises is that chlidren have company and we organize many different activites 
-games, contests , trips only for them. Parents have time to relax in marines, kids have fun. 

 

We realize that chlidren get bored quite quickly so our programmes of cruises routes are adapted to their abilities
and wishes. More often than normal we have brakes in marines where you can find many tourist attractions for
young people -aqua parks, amusement parks etc.

 

During cruise both you and your children can learn saling skills because you will sail with proffessional skippers
who can teach younger and older.

 

 

PROGRAM

 

We start and end in Giżycko. Every day we suggest the route adapted to your abilities and weather condition.
During 15 days we can visit the most popular marines and small, charming bays to experience how beautiful
nature on Masuria still can be. 

Places:: Giżycko, Mikołajki, Węgorzowo, Sztynort, Ruciane Nida. 

Lakes:: Śniardwy, Niegocin, Dargin, Łabap, Dobskie, Mamry, Jagodne, Tałty, Mikołajskie, Seksty, Bełdany.

 

FAQ
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http://en.obozyzeglarskie.com/szkolenia-zeglarskie/szkolenie-dla-rodzin-z-dziecmi/
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What you should take with you
route 
safety
our base 
questions
song book 

 

PRICE INCLUDES:

accomodation on modern, safe and comfortable cabin yachts (Sasanka 660, Tango 780, Twister,
Corvetta)
24/7 care of experienced skippers, sailing instructors, marine rescuers
insurance
fuel

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:

the cost of travel to Giżycko
additional costs of WC’s and showers in ports
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